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HUDSON VALLEY
LUXURY REAL ESTATE
MARKET OVERVIEW
Dutchess, Columbia and
Ulster County residential
sales over $750,000
We saw signs of it over the summer.
And when the third quarter of 2016
closed, we saw hard evidence. The
Hudson Valley luxury real estate
market, at least for the moment,
had heated up.
Buyers closed on 45 luxury home
purchases in the third quarter of
this year, up from 32 a year earlier.
This marked only the fifth time since
at least 2009 that 45 or more luxury
properties sold in one quarter. It
also was a distinct turnaround from
the first half of the year, when sales
lagged the prior year’s pace.
What happened? It’s never easy to
pinpoint these things with precision,
of course, but it seems reasonable
to believe it had something to do
with economic conditions and the
financial markets, and their impact
on buyer psyche. Early in the first
quarter of this year, concerns about
slowing economic growth had sent
the Standard & Poor’s 500 stock
index down 10.5 percent in just six

1380 County Route 31 Livingston, New York, MLS ID: 355848, $2,750,000

weeks. The market recovered all
those losses and more by the end
of March, but the volatility seemed
to leave many investors, and many
potential luxury home buyers,
unsettled.
Since then, conditions appear to
have improved. U.S. gross domestic
product, which grew at a scant 0.9%
annual pace in the first quarter of
this year, expanded at a 1.4% pace in
the second quarter and a 2.9% pace
in the third. The stock market also
rose in the second and third
quarters.
In addition to seeing more luxury

homes sell in the Hudson Valley, we
saw some tightening in the spread
between what sellers were asking for
their properties and what
buyers were willing to pay. The
average listing discount shrank
to -9.2% in the third quarter from
-12.4% in the second quarter and
-15.5% in the first. The average
number of days homes were on the
market prior to closing held fairly
steady at 190 days, up just
slightly from 183 in the second
quarter. Both those figures were
improvements over the 287 days it
took to sell a home, on average, in
the first quarter of the year.
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Despite these solid results, we still
characterize this as a buyer’s market,
with luxury home prices showing
little appreciation. The median sale
price was an even $1 million in the
third quarter, about where it has
been for the past decade.

Dutchess County
Nearly half the Hudson Valley’s
luxury home sales during the third
quarter were in Dutchess County,
which is typical. Twenty-one
properties sold, up from 14 in the
year-earlier third quarter, with solid
activity in all price ranges, including
three sales in the $2 million-to-$4
million category. The highest-priced
transaction, in both Dutchess County
and the

entire three-county region, was the
$6.5 million sale of Old Stone Farm,
a 236-acre compound 10 minutes
from the Rhinebeck village center.
The property’s centerpiece is a
lovingly restored and expanded
Dutch Colonial stone farmhouse
dating to 1786. Recently operated
as a luxury country inn, retreat and
wellness center, Old Stone Farm also
includes a guest house, a
world-class equestrian center with
multiple barns, and a dining facility
capable of serving 30 from its
commercial kitchen.
Elsewhere in Dutchess County, a
slightly smaller horse farm on 119
acres in Pine Planes sold for $3.2
million. It and the Old Stone Farm
sale helped push the median sale

Columbia County
Columbia County recorded 10 luxury sales in the third quarter,
with a median price of $1.3 million, up from eight sales and a
$1.2 million median price in the year-earlier third quarter.
Demonstrating that buyers are attracted to a wide range
of properties in the Hudson Valley, the largest transaction
in Columbia County was the $2.3 million sale of a striking
3,000-square-foot contemporary with a butterfly roof and
spectacular views of the Hudson River and Catskill Mountains.
Built in 2007, the house was designed by award-winning
Manhattan architect Joel Sanders. It features a wall of glass on
the main floor overlooking the river, bamboo-clad walls
elsewhere inside and cedar-clad concrete walls outside.
Among other notable sales was a five-bedroom home located
up a long driveway off an unpaved country road on 158 acres
near Millerton. The original house, moved from another
location, dates to 1740, and has views of two ponds on the
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price for all Dutchess County transactions in the third quarter to
$1.2 million, up from $945,000 a year earlier.

property, as well as the stream that feeds them. The property sold for $2.1
million.

Ulster County
Rugged Ulster County enjoyed a nice uptick in sales during the third quarter
with 14 transactions closing, up from 10 a year earlier and twice the number
that closed in the second quarter of this year. Nine of those sales were
clustered in the sub-$1 million price range, with the remainder falling
between $1 million and $1.5 million. Among the distinctive properties: a
modern, four-bedroom, 3,700-square-foot Woodstock home sold for $1.4
million. The property features panoramic views of the neighboring mountains
and the distant Ashokan Reservoir and Hudson River, not only from the house
but also from the vanishing-edge pool with integrated spa.
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Outlook
It’s never a good idea to try to force a trend from one
quarter’s worth of data, and we won’t undertake it here.
We will note that the same uptick in buyer traffic that
we detected in late summer has not abated. Nor has
the growing interest we see from potential buyers
interested in developing Hudson Valley properties for
use as retreats, spas or wellness centers, although
actual sales on that front remain unusual. In the
meantime, we are newly encouraged by the activity
we are seeing in the upper end of the market, where a
number of listings north of the $20 million mark have
come on the market. Whether and when they might
translate to sales remains, of course, to be seen.
Whatever the level of activity in the months ahead, the
Hudson Valley region remains attractive not only as a
favored locale for primary residences but also for
second homes—especially for residents of nearby New
York City. That’s not just our opinion. The October 26
issue of The New York Times Style Magazine featured a
short but glowing article on Columbia County’s
Germantown, which it described as a “vibrant” town “set
against a quaint backdrop.” The article centered on
Gaskins, a popular new Germantown restaurant
launched a year ago by husband and wife restaurateurs
Nick and Sarah Suarez, previously of New York City.
Their farm-to-table establishment, the magazine said, is
attracting out-of-town foodies. The article also
introduced readers to a number of other recently
launched Germantown businesses, including an
antiques shop, an arts space, a gourmet grocer and
deli, and, slated for a November opening, Alder East, an
outpost of the popular Portland, Oregon, retailer Alder
& Co.
After an inauspicious start, 2016 looks like it has a
chance to be a solid year for the Hudson Valley luxury
real estate market. We’ll be as interested as you to see
how the fourth quarter plays out.
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This information contained in this Market Overview has been
compiled from NYS ORPS, Mid-Hudson MLS, Columbia Northern
Dutchess MLS, and Ulster MLS. We believe this information to
be true and accurate. Heather Croner Real Estate, R. P. Hubbell
and Company, Inc. and Randy Myers assume no responsibility
for the accuracy and reliability of this information and disclaim
any liability for damages real or imagined caused by any error
or omission on the researching or recording of these records and
data.
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